"Why, oh why would you ever build a tiny house on wheels?" That’s what our traditional home buyers asked us when we switched away from stick-built construction (we are licensed contractors, after all) and started designing and building these strange new homes on moveable steel.

"You already know the answer." The American dream of owning a home is all but gone. The cost is too high. Real Estate taxes are too high. Mobility is a problem and who wants or needs to pay for all that land and unused space?

Google reports nearly ten million monthly searches on "Tiny Houses." That’s why we switched from building houses on foundations to THoW. That’s a lot of people and ThinHaus is listening.

Imagine a house that could move if you do. Imagine a house that isn’t wasting just about everything that your current house is. You just imagined an Original ThinHaus.

We solved engineering problems and built with steel. Our NOAH certified ThinHaus is ready for building department approval all over the country and can be connected to utilities without question.

ThinHaus went wide. Our Original is ten feet wide while other tiny houses are only eight. That extra two feet might make it a little harder to take down the road.

Here in Arizona, just air conditioning a thousand square feet that you aren’t using is a monthly budget killer and using water to landscape is almost criminal these days.

Our clients are telling us that things are different and a different type of house is needed.

10,000,000 PEOPLE

Imagine a warm, cozy house (or cool if you summer with us here in Arizona) that doesn’t cost a million bucks to own and live in.

NEW KIND OF THoW

The Original ThinHaus is how we see the THoW. It’s a complex amalgamation of everything we want and everything we can build into the space afforded to us. You get bedrooms and bathrooms. You get real, flush toilets and stand up showers. You get a full kitchen and an HVAC system that’s the best one you’ve ever had and you get LED lighting, energy efficiency and a carbon footprint that doesn’t need explanation or rationalization.

We figured out a lot of stuff and if you have the time, we’d be happy to tell you all about it. The cost of an Original ThinHaus is $89,875USD. Delivery is now available from stock. Order yours today.